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Thank you for purchasing a LUND accessory; designed, engineered and built specifically for your vehicle.  We have made
every effort  to ensure that this hood deflector is top quality in terms of fit, durability, finish and ease of installation.
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Package Contains: 1 Shield          Tools Needed: 8mm (5/16”) socket and ratchet
Applications:  Dodge Ram, Dodge Dakota

Installation Instructions
Please read carefully and completely before starting.

1.  Clean hood of vehicle using hot soapy water, rinse 
     and dry thoroughly.

RAM:  grill support mounts

2.  RAM:  Open hood and loosen the grill mounting nuts and 
     the grill support mounting screws.  Allow 1/4” to 3/8” gap
     between hood and grill.

     DAKOTA:  Open hood and remove the grill mounting nuts.
     Allow 1/4” to 3/8” gap between hood and grill.

3.  RAM, DAKOTA:  Gently slide shield between hood and grill.
     Make sure that the shield is centered left to right on the hood.

4.  RAM:  Tighten the grill mounting nuts and grill support mount
     screws.  (NOTE: adjustment of the grill support may be required
     to ensure even spacing between the grill and fender.  This 
     adjustment is required for proper fit of the Lund fender shields.)

     DAKOTA:  Reinstall and tighten grill mounting nuts.

5.  RAM, DAKOTA:  Inspect fit to make sure shield is aligned 
     properly with grill.  Loosen grill mounts and adjust shield 
     placement if necessary.

RAM:  adjust for even spacing

Proper Alignment
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Care & Cleaning

1.  Avoid the use of automatic “brush-style” car washes.
2.  Do not use cleaning solvents of any kind.
3.  To wash, use only a mild soap and dry with a clean cloth or sponge.
4.  Do not pull on shield to close the hood.

If painting of the shield is desired:
CHECK FIT BEFORE PAINTING.  LUND WILL NOT WARRANT PAINTING ON MISFITTING SHIELDS

1.  Prep shield by cleaning with mild soap and water, rinse and dry thoroughly.
     DO NOT USE ANY SOLVENTS TO PREP SHIELD!
2.  Use only an Acrylic Based Enamel.
3.  Apply several light coats of paint as opposed to one thick coat.
4.  Let dry for 24 hours.


